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Vertical wind effects on the Honest John (M50) tactical rocket and the 155 millimeter howitzer projectile are discussed. Theoretical trajectory simulations were calculated with quadrant elevations of 200, 400, and 800 mils.
It was found that the vertical wind component can play a significant role on the impact points of an Honest John fired at a low angle and a 155 howitzer fired at a high angle. With the aid of vertical wind measurements, more accurate impact points could be obtained.
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INTRODUCTION
In the computation of launcher angle settings for tactical rockets and/or artillery shells, one usually considers the rotation of the earth, the muzzle velocity, the horizontal wind components, the air temperaiture, the air density, the height of the target with respect to the launch point, the height of the launcher above sea level, and !he weig;,t of the projectile to be tited [I]J. Aý present there is ýi, o u•.'her setting compensation for the vertical wind component.
This report examines the effects of the verrical wind component on projectiles and tactical rockets, and points cul-the possible consequences of neglecting this parameter.
ro accomplish this end, the Honest John (M50) tactical rocket and the 155 millimeter howitzer were selected as typical weapons.
Other weapons yield similar results. All results in this report are accomplished by trajectory simulations and assume sea level as both launch and impact elevation.
D;SCUSSION
The Honest John (M50) tactical rocket with the "heavy" warhead configuration is a single-stage unguided rocket with a 3.5 second burning phase. All trajectory simulations for this rocket are based on the equations of motion as developed in [2] . Quadrant elevation (QE) angles of 200, 400, and 800 mils were analyzed.
These resulted in nominal (no wind) impact ranges of 13.6, 23.0, and 33.0 kilometers, and apogees of 650, 2800, and 10200 meters, respectively. quadrant elevation angle cases as above were analyzed. These resulted in nominal impact ranges of 4.4, 7.5, and 11.0 kilometers, and peak altitudes of 240, 865, and 2800 meters, respectively.
All the simulations on this projectile are based on the equz1"ions of motion as developed in [3] with the appropriite modifications to include the Magnus force [4] . Corresponding resull's were obtained using the Ballistic Research Laboratory Modified Point Mass model [5] with lhe iniroalUCTziOn 0-1 vertical winds.
The wind response characteristics of an unguided rocket and/or an artillery shell are usually displayed in the form of the wind weighting factors and the unit wind effects (i.e., magnitude of the vector difference a unit wind change causes on the impact poinl).
The determination of the wind weighting factors, which are usually displayed in the form of a cumulative response curve, follows the procedure as defined in [6]. The wind weighting (ballistic) factor curve usually indicates the percentage of total wind displacement from a no-wind impact yielded by a constant wind to a given altitude and zero wind thereafter.
The vertical wind field can be induced either by thermal or mechanical means.
Over a relatively flat terrain, vertical winds, resulting primarily from the convective heating of the Earth's surface, are relatively small in magnitude and tend to fluctuate in speed and direction with respect ic both tire and distance down range.
The vertical winds, mechanically induced by a hill or an obstacle, seem to maintain their direction for longer durations of time and are usually greater in magnitude than thermally induced vertical winds.
THE HONEST JOHN (M50) TACTICAL ROCKET
A plot of the cunulative response curve for the Honest John (M50) tactical rocket with quadrant elevation angles of 200, 400, and 800 mils is shown in Figure I .
The c'cking of the rocket into the wind during the burning phase and the subsequent drifting of the rocket with wi:-d during the coasting phase cause the derivative of the response curve to go negifve after burnout.
It should be ioted that most of the wind response occurs bolow * 300 meters MSL.
The unit wind effects for the Honest John rocket are displayed in Table I . The vertical unit wind effect is a function of both the magnitude and direction of the vertical wind component. It should be noted that for an elevation angle of 200 mils, the vertical unit wind effect is four to five times larger than its horizontal counterpart.
Thus it is quite possible for The vertical wind displaccmr-nt of the rocKet to be of the same magnitude as that caused by the horizontal component.
In fact, for a QE of 200 mils, a range displacement of up 'Vo 300 meters can result from a reasonable vertical wind component i.e., vertical wind speeds up to 2 miles per hour.
It should be noted, however, that the M50 rocket is normaiiy fired at higher QE's. The 300 meter displacement was derived from estimates of the vertical wind magnitude obtained at White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico [7] . This is significant since the one range probable error for 200 mils is 260 meters.
THE 155 MILLIMETER HOWITZER PROJECTILE
The 155 millimptpr howitzer projectile, HD, M107, Fuze, PD. M51A5, charge 5G, has a muzzle velocity of 375 meters uer second and a spin rate of 766 radians per second.
This high spin rate is used for flight path stability. The maximum range of this projectile corresponds to an elevation angle near 800 mils.
Thus, in general it is possible to achieve a desired impact range with either a high or low (more or less than 800 mils) elevation angle. A low QE angle is the usual mrode of operation.
High quadrart elevation angles are used for dtfilade fire to job a projectile cver a hill or some other obstacle, and are used sparingly.
• . One should note from a plot of the cumulative response curve for the 155 howitzer (see Figure 2 ) that most of the wind response for the projectile occurs near the apogee of the trajectory.
The unit wind effects for the 155 howitzer are displayed in Table I . For each of the quadrant elevation angles, the magnitude of the ver ical unit wind effect is approximately equal to that of the range component of the horizontal wind. Hence, for a low QE, good impact accuracy is generally possible even when neglecting any vertical wind compensated launcher setting. This is due to the relatively small magnitude of the vertical wind component in comparison to that of the horizontal component. However, during thunderstorm activity, large vertical wind currents can be present. If the projectile is to be lobbed over a hill or some obstacle where the vertical wind component can be as large as 20 meters per second [8] , or if it is to be fired during thunderstorm activity, large impact errors can result from the neglect of the vertical wind component.
CONCLUSIONS
The vertical wind component plays a significant role on the impact point of both d M50 rocket fired at a low elevation angle and a 155 howitzer projectile fired at a high elevation anglealthough this is not the usual mode of operation. Also during thunderstorm activities, the vertical wind effect on the 155 howitzer can and usually will be significant for any elevation angle. ro obtain best accuracy for These cases, one must include launcher setting correcticns to compensate for the vertical wind effects. At the present, no such compensation is made. Much should be done in this area. An analysis of the vertical wind field with respect to time and distance down range of the launch site, an estimate of the vertical wind the rocket is expecte'l to encounter, and a method to implement the necessary corrections to the launcher settings are areas of possible research to help alleviate this problem. 
